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o C o m m a i n l e r flamill—wLo f o r 
so l o n g L a s J e v o t e J a l l L i s energies to i L e 
s e r v i c e of t L e n a t i o n a n i l L e r N a v y , a n d 
f o r t L e past f o u r y e a r s to t L e m a i n t e n a n c e 
of a t a u t a n J a L a p p y s L i p a t O o l y C r o s s — 
t L e C l a s s of F e L n u i a r y 1 9 4 6 , a f f e c t i o n -
a t e l y a n i l r e s p e c t f u l l y uleilicates t L i s LooLo 
tea tlon 

To the Graduating Class of the N.R.O.T.C. Unit, College of the 
Holy Cross (February, IQ46) 
The appearance of T H E C R E S T coincides with your graduation and thus marks the 
occasion for an expression of congratulations on the part of the College of the Holy 
Cross. The tribute paid to young Hamlet by another youth, Fortinbras—". . he was 
likely, had he been put on, to have proved most royally . ." is deserved, I am sure, by 
each one of you. Out of the pages of T H E C R E S T , from this brief account of your activi-
ties, comes a pledge for a successful future, a presage that as citizens of our beloved 
Nation, as officers of the United States Navy, as graduates of the College of the Holy 
Cross, you w i l l , in every circumstance, prove most royally. For that future the College 
of the Holy Cross wishes each one of you Godspeed and good luck! 
President 
resident's Message 
To The Graduating Class 
Twenty-eight months ago you were awarded the task of proving that morally, scho-
lastically and physically you were officer material. 
Successful completion of that task is now acknowledged and armed with the scho-
lastic background that Holy Cross and the Navy has furnished you, you take your place 
as leaders in the Fleet. 
T h e Navy needs you. Your pride in yourselves and in your job w i l l make you 
worthy of the welcome the Navy and your shipmates w i l l extend to you. 
T h e graduates from Holy Cross who have preceded you into the Fleet have set a 
high standard. Again, I feel confident that you w i l l maintain that high standard and 
that the Navy and Holy Cross w i l l be proud of you because of your unswerving alle-
giance to the brave principles of honor and manhood you have displayed. 
Good luck! Godspeed! 
C A P T A I N , U . S. N A V Y 
Commanding Officer 
le Captain's Message 
The Deans 
Fr. Leo A. Shea, Dean of 
Freshmen; Fr. Joseph D . 
Fitzgerald, Dean of Studies; 
Fr. John P. Deevy, Dean of 
Men 
Chairman of Departments 
fmt Rozv. left to nght- 7^. B . A F i e k e r s , C h e m i s t r y ; F r . J a m e s L . B r e n n a n , E n g l i s h ; C a p t . E . P . H y l a n t , N a v a l 
Sc ience; 1-r. T . J . O M a h o n e y , P h i l o s o p h y ; F r . T . J S m i t h , P h y s i c s a n d Ma-thematics . Second Row. left to right: 
P ' r v t r A%̂"1- F f - D . W . T w o m e y , Soc io logy; D r . E d w a r d P e r a g a l l o , A c c o u n t i n g a n d E c o n o m i c s ; D r . F . 
P . O ' H a r a . M o d e r n L a n g u a g e s ; F r . R . J . D o w l i n g , E d u c a t i o n a n d P s y c h o l o g y ; F r J ^ C V P r o c t o r C l a s s i c T 
F r . W . L . L u c e y , H i s t o r y ; F r . F . M . G i U i s , R e l i g i o n . 
Absent: 
D refects 
Ftrst Row. left to right: F r . J . F . B u s a m , F r . F . J . H a r t , F r . C , E . S loane, F r . D . W . T w o m e y . F r . H . C . C a l -
l a g h a n . Second Row, left to right: F r . W . J . M e a g h e r . F r . B . C M c N a l l y . F r . J . M . M a h e r , F r . ' T . J j O ' M a h o n y 
F r . J . H . H u t c h i n s o n . F r . D . J . M o r a n . Absent: F r . R . F . X . C a h i l l , F r . T. E . F i t z g e r a l d , F r , F . J . Catrrol l 
To The Graduating Class 
Twenty-eight months ago you were awarded the task of proving that morally, scho-
lastically and physically you were officer material. 
Successful completion of that task is now acknowledged and armed with the scho-
lastic background that Holy Cross and the Navy has furnished you, you take your place 
as leaders in the Fleet. 
T h e Navy needs you. Y o u r pride in yourselves and in your job w i l l make you 
worthy of the welcome the Navy and your shipmates w i l l extend to you. 
T h e graduates from Holy Cross who have preceded you into the Fleet have set a 
high standard. Again, I feel confident that you w i l l maintain that high standard and 
that the Navy and Holy Cross w i l l be proud of you because of your unswerving alle-
giance to the brave principles of honor and manhood you have displayed. 
Good luck! Godspeed! 
C A P T A I N , U . S. N A V Y 
Commanding Officer 
.'he Captain's Message 
Commander Herbert P. K n o w l e s , U S N R 
F o r m e r D i c e r s 
Lt. M. P. OConnell , U S N R 
Lt. J. B. Sullivan, U S N R 
Lt. Cdr. G . D. Krumbhaar, MC, USNR 
Lt. G . J. Sullivan, MC, USNR 
Lt. J. A. Platz, USNR 
Lt. G . W . Everett, U S N R 
Lt. R. F. Reybine, U S N R 
Lt. (jg) G . N . Nickles, USNR 
^resen 
Ifficers 
C d r ( D C ) J . E . B u r k e . C d r . 
First Row. If It to right: L t . 
( M C ) A . K . H a d d a d . L t . C d r . 
I I S . S w a n . . I r . . L t . C . T . 
R o b e r t s . Sfcond Row. lejt to 
nghl: L i . T . H . D a w s o n . L t . 
T . K i n K M c C r e a r y . L t . R . F . 
J o i i a n n e t . L t . V . E . D o l l a r d . 
ibsfnt: L t . M . W . B a r n e s . L t . 
J . J . C a p o r a s o . L t . R e n e 
D i R o s a 
Ship's Company 
First Row. Ifjt to right: R . B e l l i n o . C S M C . M . P u r s e r . C G M G A . F l a h e r t y . D . G a l l a K h e r . C B M V . ¥ . . G r a y . 
C S p ( A ) R E . K i i t e r m a n . Y 2 / c M . E . T o b i n . Srcond Row. Uft to right: I . D i P i e r r e . \  H o o g a s i a n , S K 3 / c J . T a t e 
Y V c J . D . L a n e . G . \  2/c G . L . A l l e n . C S p ( A ) R . W . Jones , Y I / c F . D . K e h o e . M . K o s k v . Third Row. left to 
right: S M l / c J . V . D o u g h e r t y . G M I / c E . L M c D o n a l d . G M 2 / c J . F . Shea . G M I / c E . B . R o b o r t s . P h M I / c J . E 
B e n t o n . Absent: B . M I / c S A . L u c a s . S p ( A ) l / c H . .\ L a r s o n . Q . M I / c L . R . H a n s o n . P h M I / c H . A . Crutc lver . 
C P h M A . E F r e u d e n t h a l , P h M 2 / c G . J . T r u c h o n . S K 3 / c M . Smokier , B M I / c A . D . Vesc io 

''Class atlen-hut!" . . . the familiar voice calling us to atten-
tion in almost all of our \aval Science classes . . . the engag-
ing smile with the crooked tooth—little-hoy like . . . '^Uil 
Joe" . . . never ruffled and always calm on a straight and true 
course . . . usually managed a witty and catchy remark at dull 
moments . . . rarely gave himself away as a Byi off the 
campus . . . there's a narrow twisting trail from Wheeler to 
the Bahcock's in Xorthampton . . . was nominated for mayor 
of the settlement by an overwhelming number of Smith 
women . . . His long sieges with Sammy" Geyelin (on topics 
from Union College to Ulithi Is.) endured for all but the last 
four months here . . . efficiency A-I on the Second Company 
C. P. O. tour of duty—with ever-present pad and pencil . . . 
the brusque "That's tough" covered up an understanding per-
sonality . . . J. H. A. I l l could dope out a dame dilemma 
faster than most of us . . . experience is the best teacher . . . he 
even sat in on classes in the stuff at Smith . . . OTC of many a 
task force operation to Franklin. Xortham pton, the Cape, 
Boston, Albany and even IVorcester . . . could never keep 
warm enough . . . though his slight physique didn't seem to 
matter in a stiff rough-and-tumble intramural football game 
. . . clean-cut. big-hearted, good-natured—in inconspicuous 
ways—the beauty of it all . . . never interested in burning mid-
night oil, he managed to stay up on top . . . in our estimation 
he'll be remembered as a ''good Joe" and a true friend to those 
who knew him . . . and his cheery ''What d'ya say?" stamped 
him as "alright " for those who didn't know him well . . . Joe 
will be alright—all the time IX all the time . . . Good Luck, 
Joe . . . A R . 
Home Address: 1515 Birch St., Reading, Pa. 
Actitities: Intramural Sports; S M C L . 
B A C H E L O R O K \ A \ A L S C I E N C E 
"The Room" . . . from one of America's oldest families, his 
main objection to the Xavy is that his brother got overseas 
before he did . . . Forever complaining of his "Ulcers," they 
kick up about every 120 days. One week he has a girl, the 
next week he hasn't but both weeks Pat waits for him in Hart-
ford. He's likeable, lean, and loose, and his "Buffalo" shuffle 
swoons the "cats" at the Auditorium. Finds Worcester a qood 
liberty town but he has lost faith in Boston. At odd moments 
the word "Phompy" has been mentioned in connection with 
his name . . . he stopped beavering when he moved in with 
Mr. Pohlman and Maxie. Ralph came to "The Cross" from 
R. P. I. with quite a track reputation—he's lived up to it ad-
mirably . . . mainstay of IVheeler Intramuralites . . . hopes to 
coach track and teach math in his old high school . . . once 
worked in a shipyard and he wanted everyone to know it even 
Mr. Zilligen. He still admits that the best days of his college 
life were spent in 220 Wheeler with his temperamental room-
mate. His friendship with Ens. Dick Flicker is notorious 
. . . for two cents he'd kill him. His slow smile and persuasive 
plea, "Fm a nice guy, why dontcha leave me alone?" made 
him famous . . . lived from one Navy Ball to the next with Sat-
urdays in between . . . would make a natural as an engineer or 
a First T/ieutenant which is his hidden ambition . . . alert, in-
telligent, and conscientious, he's a "great guy." 
Home Address: R. F. D. # 1 , Uncasville, Conn. 
Activities: Varsity Track; Intramural Sports; 
S M C L ; Drill Team. 
B A C H E L O R O K N A V A L S C I K N C E 
The Bait. Adj. is one of those people whose appearances aren't 
deceiving . . . those sharp-cut features mirror his opinions and 
speech perfectly . . . the whole appearance is one of confidence 
and forcefulness . . . a hard man to argue down . . . not one to 
be pushed around by anyone, but his independence of nature 
is balanced by a background of the chivalrous South; Vir-
ginia, North Carolina and Louisiana having at various times 
claimed him as their native son . . . logically the man to warm 
Lieutenant Nickles' heart in these cold climes . . . association 
with the Navy began as a civilian driving an explosives truck 
. . . when formally taken into the Navy fold he was pushed 
through "boots" at Bainbridge . . . At V-I2, St. Lawrence, he 
was back in the driver's seat as a company commander, a stern 
disciplinarian whose authority was respected by all hands . . . 
at the Cross his academic superiority is accepted, his boxing 
frame renowned, and his vocal bouts with the bells of O'Kane 
a memorable tribute to his determination . . . Remembering 
his happy co-ed days at St. Lawrence, Hank did the best pos-
sible at the Cross as the man behind the Wednesday U. S. O. 
dances . . . weekends he teamed with Skill man; both gentle-
men enjoying great success with the female sex . . . a natural 
to handle the senior dinner-dance . . . after that affair and com-
missioning, of course, it's active duty, and further there is an 
interest in that world cruise . . . if that's it, or whatever it be, 
Hank will get it. 
Home Address: 2426 N . E. 2nd Ave., Miami, Fla. 
Activities: Intramural Sports; S M C L . 

"Bev" . . . short for heaver of sports . . . second-str'uuj catcher 
for Jack Barry during the summer of IQ44 . . . leader in all 
intramurals . . . caught and captained softhall team . . . man-
aged intramural football team for tico seasons . . . ever an alert 
field general, the dynamic Xapoleon . . . plays aggressive bas-
ketball, stretching his five-foot six-inch frame to great heights 
at one moment and on the deck at another . . . yes. a great 
leader of sports with an unmatchable will to win . . . Second 
only to sports is "Bev's" prominence in campus activities . . . 
first of our class elected to the Purple Key . . . sports writer 
for the TOMAHAWK . . . contributor to the CROSS & 
ANCHOR . . . has a great capacity for making good snap 
decisions and for turning out a surprisingly well-done job in 
short order . . . Makes almost weekly hikes to Tuckahoe, N. Y. 
. . . her name is Peggy Kiss . . . things aren't serious . . . not 
much! Study is a most inconvenient loss of time for "Bev." 
He loses forty-five minutes of every day that way . . . accumu-
lates facts and figures by a process of osmosis . . . reacts to a 
lecture as if it were meant to be a lullaby . . . Many will 
remember how in Fr. Maker's Naval History class sleep 
brought an end to "Bev's" bad arm trick . . . hardly measures 
up to ability but a brilliant student when aroused. I or those 
interested in a psychological study our subject is sanguine-
choleric . . . active and quick to react . . . possessed of great 
energy . . . stubborn . . . sweeps all before him . . . the hail-
fellow-well-met type who never has trouble becoming ac-
quainted . . . out of place only in a formal atmosphere . . . his 
main ambition—to be a high school coach, and whether he 
coaches men on the qridiron or on the seas they will back him, 
as he will them, all the way. 
Home Address: 23 Stebbins Ave., Tuckahoe, N . Y . 
Activities: Secretary. Purple Key; Intramural 
Sports; Cross & Anchor: Toniahauk: 
S M C L . 
B A C H E L O R O F N \. . S C I E N C E 
yiax stands out as one of the most conscientious of the class in 
our naval science courses . . . his academic excellence is not 
confined to naval subjects, however, making the Dean's list in 
our elective-filled sixth term . . . did equally well at Cornell 
in classes during his V-12 terms, filling in spare time on the 
gridiron . . . sportswise here at the Cross he has managed base-
ball, tried to exhaust Chief Gray on cross-country and "han-
dled" the Plot as only Max could do . . . keeps busy in spare 
time as a prolific writer of letters and articles for school pub-
lications . . . very much interested in current affairs, social 
problems, etc. he reads exhaustively . . . never at a loss for 
words he is further a profound rationalist . . . anxious for the 
betterment of our class and the trainees in general he authored 
the now granted request for downtown release on liberty after 
swimming . . . a great liberal and a Roosevelt fan . . . a master 
hitch-hiker, he travelled extensively on weekends . . . also flew 
(gratis) to St. Louis over a leave . . . his taste in women runs 
to the musically inclined and seems to find eligible talent at 
will . . . a Xew Yorker by residence, he worked for Sperry 
before coming into the Navy . . . his immediate future is also 
concerned with the Navy, and he is definitely the kind of man 
to be popular in the wardroom or on the deck of a destroyer 
. . . friendly with all in the class, it has taken twenty months to 
know him partially, and any of us would be glad to serve with 
him and come to know him better. 
Home Address: 346 E. lOth St., New York, N . Y . 
Activities: Cross & Anchor: Manager, Varsity 
Baseball; Intramural Sports; Naval Ball 
Committee; Purple. 
B A C H E L O R O K N A V A L S C I E N C E 
Burkie . . . of Borowicz and Boyd, Inc. . . . of the slow grin 
nu'llowino into a hounding, roarina. shouting laugh . . . Ray 
established the Borowicz Constitutional—A Procedure of 
Erstwhile Repose in the Arms of Morpheus—to bed at eight, 
sleep 'til late— at least once a week.' . . . it invigorates you! . . . 
"Stash" of the legs—and what legs . . . brought around (we 
mean around—about four handfuls) by years of sizzling in 
the "hot corner" . . . the weighted end of the Barrymen infield 
for an extremely successful twenty-fifth season . . . playing the 
game for the game's sake, but plugging for a win, too . . . who 
will forget his glove-thumping "C'mon bo-o-oy!" during hot 
Fitton Field contests . . . Fr. Dowling's private cheering sec-
tion in return for the "Man, oh, whatta man!" which Ray 
inspired in him . . . his love of sports came out in thousands of 
words and countless hours of effort for the CROSS & 
ANCHOR and for the TOMAHAWK . . . a sportsman in 
everything he did, we liked his "bigness" above all . . . big in 
heart, in smile, in greeting and in friendship . . . "If you don't 
know what to do, let two by and hit to right field" . . . with the 
darning red jacket on Fall weekends, he'd "spot" for the Cru-
saders on the gridiron . . . organized one of the most efficient 
spotting systems in the country . . . he'll probably end up really 
spotting soon—for a 5" .?<̂  crew—either by ladder method or 
direct method he'll get "on target" . . . with us he always 
has been "on" . . . we all expect you to continue that way, 
Burkie . . . we'll be able to say some day, "We knew him 
when keep slugging . . . right into the big Leagues, 
Ray . . . You're Sa-a-a-fe! . . . 
Home Address: 138 Weiss St., Buffalo, N . Y . 
Activities: Sodality; Varsity Baseball; Var-
sity Hockey; Manager, Varsity Basket-
ball; Intramural Sports; Naval Ball 
Committee; Sports Editor, Cross & 
Anchor. 
B \ C H E I . O R O F N A V A L S C I E N C E 
T. A. B. . . . we recall "Tabby" somehow stickily plowing 
along . . , "The Hulk" . . . pipe in mouth on an interestinii 
and enlightening visit of a wintry evening . . . "D'ya have 
last week's LIFE. Joe?" . . . generous, easy-going and lumber-
imi . . . Tom was a pillar (literally) of the First Company 
. . one of the few men who has known only one habitat in 
twenty months . . . M. P. O. under Borowicz — Second 
Platoon . . . he's got an option on property in the West End 
. . amicable and understanding, he could judge an issue easily 
. . . brisk wintry walks and languid summer ones up from the 
P. O. with Burkie and Bluey — moderator of a thousand 
discussions between them . . . silent, sometimes (/ripinti. some-
times joking companion of the jaunt to Carl in on the early 
morning run in summer . . . the rough waters dashed over our 
Tom. but he stood solidfly) against them . . . Working (hard) 
was anathema . . . "Bull sessions help ya grow—look at me!" 
. . his week-end liberty pursuits took him to Wellesley and 
Holyoke, to Cadet Xurses and college students . . . raconteur 
of the Hudson River Valley—descendent of Rip Van Winkle 
. . , "Why, I live within one block of Sarah Lawrence College 
. . . never been there, thoiu/h," he assured us for twenty months 
. . . "Jap-Killer" Boyd had a tough struggle at first back in 
the summer of '//, but a deeper feelino and a little plugging 
pulled him through with the rest of us . . . his geniality, his 
generosity, his amiability will make him a prince among men 
just as he has been "Tabby-cat" among us . . . Take up flank 
speed. Tom—you're going places . . . and you've got an OP 
from us. 
Home Address: 135 Ellison Ave., Bronxville, N . Y . 
Activities: Drill Team; S M C L . 
B A C H E L O R O F N A \ A L S C I E N C E 
"Chuck" . . . extremely icell-halanced personalitx and the one 
man in our class probably most deserving of the title, "a 
scholar and a gentleman" . . . one of the most considerate men 
on the "Hill" . . . always going out of his way to help another 
without regard to IFF . . . not a beaver but a good student 
with interests especially in physics and astronomy . . . shares 
honors with Dick Xeiley for being the Charles Atlas of the 
class . . . a great sportsman . . . the James J. Corbett type of 
boxer . . . a good football player . . . a lover of the rufiged 
open air life . . . on weekly visits to Lawrence, frequently goes 
on long hikes . . . likes leisure . . . spends an hour or two of 
every afternoon sleeping . . . likes to have his back massaged 
by "Bev" . . . content with a r/ood back . . . has one very 
vulnerable point . . . her name is Dottie Mack . . . receives 
up to four letters a day from her. reports Ed Hynard, who 
tires of being mailman. "Chuck" is a great talker . . . con-
tributor to any bull session . . . active man about the campus 
. . . solid Sodalist . . . CROSS & ANCHOR circulation man-
ager . . . Third Company First Platoon Leader . . . likely to 
find the regular Navy his callino . . . spends much time ex-
changing words with Ray Borowicz and "Mike" Michalow-
ski, the Triple Entente of Poles . . . Always cherry. "Chuck" 
greets everyone with a wide and interested grin . . . Even his 
lusty singing (always one note off key) is not likely to earn 
him an uncomplimentary remark. This staunch man of our 
class will walk resolutely along the path he chooses. 
Home Address: 17 Front St., Lawrence, Mass. 
Activities: Boxing Team; Sodality; Circula-
tion Manager, Cross & Anchor: Intra-
mural Sports. 
B A C H E L O R O F N A V A I S C I E N C E 
A top ratiiKj as one of the (jenial (jentlenien of the Hill . . . 
completely unassuming . . . universally liked . . . a remarkable 
record of innumerable friendships . . . no one has anything 
but the best to say about "Dace", and of course he has a (jood 
word for everyone . . . this is not the old Army game, hut 
rather Joe has a natural and well-founded confidence that 
serves him as well with people as on the basketball court . . . 
completely unaffected. he's a natural charmer . . . one of the 
"varsity men" of our class . . . his basketball success began in 
high school, continued at "Roch" in F-I2 and will continue 
this s"ason . . . a (/reat ffoor man. "(he) wuz robbed" at 
Trinity . . . teams with Boh Blinn after the games to look over 
the various cities . . . set a record for finding unusual sleeping 
places in Boston. Albany and Hartford . . . earlier in the fall 
he takes his sports sitting down by a radio mike as a spotter 
. . . voluntarily restricted socially, now that he has taken an 
option on Kay's hand, he, nevertheless, had a colorful past 
with the women . . . active in the Purple Key. he chairmanned 
the dance at the Sheraton, a pleasant change for many from 
the spacious but dry Auditorium; thanks Joe . . . Dace also 
has a serious side being one of Tony Pavelko's boys in the 
Sanctuary Society . . . great protagonist for the kid brother 
with the sea duty and the wife . . . the elder Dacey will soon 
equal the younger in the aforementioned achievements . . . 
After the Xavy Joe often speaks of I.B.M. . . . IT hat ever 
comes, he's as natural as the cleanest seven ever thrown; you 
can't beat them. 
Home Address: 24 3rd St., Johnson City, N . Y . 
Actitities: Sodality; Sanctuar)' Society; Purple 
Key; Varsity Basketball; Intramural 
Sports. 
1 . 
B A C H E L O R O F N A V A L S C I E N C E 
"Del" . . . "Trink" . . . "Pepe" . . . they all have their meaning 
in this kaleidoscopic personality . . . forever about the campus 
engaged in some high intrigue . . . his rapid walk and intent 
appearance can't be missed . . . high Potentate of the Sodality 
and aide-de-camp of Fr. Foran . . . found weekly in the TOM-
AHAWK—on anything from "Advent of Atomic Energy" to 
"Where to dine on an RO's pay" . . . An ardent devotee of 
the Liberal Arts, Bob will decry, on the slightest provoca-
tion, the rapid regression of world civilization . . . eternal 
reformer and Fall River is his lair . . . When the panacea 
is found Bob will find it . . . Utopian of high principle, he 
will stand to the death for the cause he champions . . . Xo one 
can escape him—his engaging smile and ^vanning welcome 
are sure to defreeze the most frigid of moods . . . The ship 
that receives Bob will soon discover its good fortune. Con-
scientious and loyal to duty, he is sure to play more than his 
part in maintainiuf/ a "happy ship." A "regular" now. Bob 
looks forward to his naval career with an anticipation and 
keenness that is certain to insure his success. 
Home Address: 74 Forest St., Fall River, Mass. 
Actitities: Prefect, Sodality; Alpha Sigma 
N u ; Sanctuary Society; Manager, Var-
sity Football; Intramural Sports; 
Blakely Labor Academy; C R K S T Con-
tributor; Cross & Anchor; Tomahatik. 
B A C l l l - . I . O R O K N A V A L S C I K N C E 
The Northwestern lumberjack with the Southwestern drawl 
. . . His easy smile is the key to his easy friendliness . . . "Slow 
and easy", his motto . . . never excited, never ruffled, never 
hurried . . . Ed, and his roommate, Bev, were charter members 
in the Bernarr MacFadden cult . . . windows were wide open 
summer and winter . . . both were disgustingly healthy . . . 
Mainstay of the intramurals . . . played the smoothest, smart-
est, most dependable basketball in the league . . . One of the 
brains of the outfit . . . yet sacked in regularly at 2200 . . . 
Authority on Xew York night clubs . . . Discovered. dated, 
and discarded queens with unstudied nonchalance . . . Could 
live in his own world for days on end . . . Xever sought the 
limelight . . . Always prepared, socially and scholastically 
. . . Unmercifully squeezed the dough out of us to pay for 
our Crest . . . Controlled the almost uncontrollable Third 
Company with his capable ease . . . Steady, consistent, smart, 
Ed has everything it takes. 
Home Address: Deming, Wash. 
Activities: Sodahty; Purple Key; C R E S T 
Contributor; Intramural Sports. 

Friedge, Art . . . short, snappy-eyed first platoon leader of 
Company I . . . his alertness has made him outstanding in 
table tennis, and in this field he walked away with the cham-
pionship of his city. Omaha, and likes to tell about the time 
he played table tennis with Fred IFaring . . . Still swinging 
a paddle only this time a larger one, we find him playing 
tennis, a sport at which he devotes much time in the summer 
months . . . a former Yeoman, Art is still quick at a typewriter 
keyboard . . . the oldest member of the class . . . prompt in 
action and thought and characterized by expediency and re-
sourcefulness, he rapidly arrives at decisions . . . a practical 
fellow . . . quoting Fr. Dowling, "Gullibility is a sign of in-
telligence," Art is a genius . . . being a Xebraskan, Art prefers 
the West to Xew England because when he hitches a ride out 
West he is picked up . . . like a true westerner. Art has become 
a good friend to many . . . as a hobby, fishing is his favorite, 
and like any good hunter of aquatic animals, can tell a tall 
fish tale. Ask him about any ponds around Worcester and 
he'll tell you whether or not they're biting. Animated with 
ambition, Art will drive hard toward success. 
Home Address: 5323 N . 26th St., Omaha, Neb. 
Actitiltes: Intramural Sports; SMCL. 
B A C H K L O R O F N A V A L S C F E N C F . 
TF^ali h out! This witty Lawrenci'ville Grad uill corner you 
and proceed to name all the All-American teams for the past 
10^ 2 years. Seems that he is quite a sport himself—baseball, 
football, basketball- anything to do with a ball is right in 
this native New Yorker's line . . . First they called him ^^Pom-
padour Pete," then "Shaggy." then "the man with the short 
pants." He became famous for his "legs" and unshined shoes 
which could always be seen at the same time. Charter member 
of the "Famed Quartet of Company ()" . . . Also served as 
Company 6 Ensign in his spare time, when he wasn't praising 
Roosevelt, reading "P.^F". damning Pegler or attending a 
meeting of the exclusive Messiah Club . . . FJastique Geyelin 
(one of the smart set to you )—often seen Saturday eveninos, 
on the bridge overlooking Paradise Pond, or wending his 
weary way to Fitchburg . . . "My brother is a Ft. Commander 
—what is yours?" Fruly one of De Gaulle's boys . . . always 
a moment of suspense when those who are not well versed on 
the subject try to pronounce his name for the first time . . . 
One often sees *'Man Mountain" Geyelin mauling his stooge 
''George" Schofield . . . He says the Navy is retarding his 
spiritual, intellectual, social and economic life . . . but in 
spite of his professed handicaps we'll watch Pete go places, 
for he has the wit, personality and everything that it takes! 
It must run in the family. 
Home Address: 103 E . 75 th St. , N e w Y o r k , N . Y . 
Aclitilies: I n t r a m u r a l Spo r t s ; S M C L ; D r i l l T e a m . 
H A t l l K l . O R O F N A \ A L S C I I A C E 
Herui is the standard nickname which everyone has chosen 
to call hint . . . If seen u-earinq a scowl, it is probably because 
he was one cent short in an accounting problem . . . a super-
accountant, was bookkeeper for the CROSS & ANCHOR 
from his arrival until his departure, and did a top-notch job 
of it . . . capable business manager of the Crest . . . conscien-
tious worker . . . amicable and quick to make friends . . . will 
sing second tenor in a quartet . . . knows more girls in Worces-
ter than most fellows . . . danced frequently at Johnny Hynes 
. . . a former inhabitant of the country in the western part of 
New York state, Herm could show us a lot about farming and 
how to handle a tractor . . . Now home is in Flint, Michigan, 
and consequently the University of Michigan is his choice for 
future college matriculation . . . With a workable knowledge 
in many fields of activity, he promises to bt a versatile business-
man . . . Mhen screened in second term V-12 at Middlebury, 
Herm chose Supply Corps, but was given N.R.O.T.C. How-
ever, his desire for Supply School was satisfied when he was 
given the opportunity of taking his com mission in the Supply 
Corps . . . In the field of business, Herm's ability and willing-
ness to work are bound to carry him far. 
Hofne Address: 523 W . N e w a l l St . , F l i n t , M i c h . 
Actiiilies: Soda l i t y ; Bus iness Manager , C R E S T ; 
Bus iness Manager , Cross & Anchor: I n t r a -
mura l Spo r t s ; D r i l l T e a m ; S k i C l u b . 
B A C I I K I . O R OK N A V A L S C I E N C E 
The incomparable Bosicell an J the college man's F. D. R. 
rolled into one . . . sports a cigarette holder . . . Suave, icitty. 
and rotund, a connoisseur of the arts. An indefatigable note-
writer, he can be recognized by the red lead in his pencil . . . 
a lover of good books . . . a son of Manhattan College . . . 
Minister without Portfolio . . . Always a smile and a slightly-
Oxfordish "Good day, gentlemen." Fo him Xew York is the 
answer to the prayers of a war-torn world, and a N. Y. double 
X license plate is the price of admission. His major decisions 
are made from the sack . . . Edbo's court meets nightly amid 
the aroma of fresh-made coffee and Camel cigarettes . . . he's 
defied the 2^00 lights-out rule for four triumphant months. 
His rule of life is simple: "Eat, drink, and by all means be 
merry, it's unsporting if you're not" . . . Popular, versatile, and 
clever, his presence is the si(jn for the coffee club to meet. Bill 
Bowen will never forget him . . . his interpretation of'Le Cid" 
is unforgetable . . . to gain his confidence ask him about the 
C&A room. His claim to fame lies in the fact that he laughed 
away $6Q and lived to tell it. A household fixture in Wheeler 
. . . more recently the sadistic First Lieutenant of the Third 
Company. E,d's been aboard J<S months — came prst as a 
V-12'er in \ovember '^^ . . . a Math major with a philo-
sophical mind . . . loves arguments on an intellectual plane— 
T. Wolfe is his favorite author . . . a rationalist with a delight-
ful blend of imagination and practicality . . . One of our best 
friends. 
Home Address: 6 0 9 V a n Cor t l and t Pk . Ave . , Y o n k e r s . N . Y 
Actiiit/es: Soda l i t y ; S k i C l u b . 
B A t l l l - . l . O R o r \  A l . . S C I K N C E 
(ii'iiuil Jake . . . his < onfagloiis smile always ready to grow 
into a laugh . . . Drove "Frenchy" wild hy lauding the Mid-
west and denouncing Xew England . . . Chicago's gift to all 
U.S.O. hostesses . . . Great sack hound, hut his grades were 
always at, or near, the top . . . Prime exponent of more play 
and less work . . . "Give me liberty or give me leave" . . . Al-
ways debatable as to whether Jake or Jake's platoon caused 
most of the noise during the Fourth Company's Nightly 
Frolics . . . Weekended at Hampton Beach and Hyannis in 
the summer; Xew York and Worcester in the winter . . . Room-
mates loved his larder of candy and or cookies . . . Avoided 
most forms of physical exertion but sparkled in softball . . . 
Can, and does, quote baseball statistics from April to October 
. . . Read every Telegram over somebody's shoulder . . . 7"akes 
everything in stride . . . but jealously protected his constitu-
tional right to growl . . . Patiently and fruitlessly, he waited 
twelve months for Krebs to carry out the threat: "Fll 'deck' 
you, Jacobs" . . . If ad a great thirst for news . . . listened with 
one ear until conversation became interesting, then . . . "fFhat's 
this? M^hat's this?" . . . Knew all the latest scuttlebutt . . . 
A great guy, with a wide smile, who will go a long way. 
Home Address: 5111 N . K o s t n e r Ave . , Ch icago , I I I . 
Actiiities: I n t r a m u r a l Spo r t s ; S M C L 
B A C I I K I . O R OK N A \ A I . S C I K N C E 
Jonesy . . . "The Deacon" . . . Sparkpluyyed the S.M.C.L. 
into existence . . . then mothered and nursed it alony . . . 
Unbounded enthusiasm and energy . . . sped from class to 
class like a rabbit . . . Could crack his (jum louder than Chief 
Purser could talk . . . Never wrote anything he could type 
. . . wore out ten ribbons a semester . . . Methodical and pre-
cise himself, R.U. got grey hair from erratic mustering . . . 
As a piano player, he won fame for his rendition of "There'll 
Always Be An England" . . . Never one to pass up an arqu-
nent . . . seldom lost . . . One of the class travelers, he ranged 
from one end of New England to the other on summer week-
ends . . . preferred Hampton Beach to Old Orchard . . . 
used U.S.O. as base of operations . . . Escaped innumerable 
PA\ Swimming classes by becoming a C ^ A cameraman 
. . . First R.O. to reach the Cafe in the morning . . . Always 
asked the profs for the test questions . . . "Can you give us an 
idea what this test will cover?" . . . Knew millions of girls . . . 
Exercised his Welsh voice during every shower . . . A man of 
spirit . . . and headed in the right direction. 
Howe Address: 221 K o s s u t h St . , Rome , N . Y . 
Actiiilies: Pres ident , S M C L ; Photographic 
Ed i to r , C R U S T ; D r i l l T e a m ; Cross & 
Anchor: B l a k e l y Labor Academy. 
B A C I I K I . O R O F N A V A L S C I E N C E 
His able leadership ability has earned for Kd a post at the 
helm as Commander of the Fourth Company . . . one of the 
older, more mature of our class, assumes responsibilities seri-
ously and conscientiously . . • makes sound judgments and 
upholds his orders to the letter . . . entered the Xavy in January 
IQ/2 and passed most of his eighteen months of foreign service 
stationed on a small island near the Samoan group . . . quali-
fied for officers' training and returned to the United States to 
enter F-I2 at Colgate . . . was transferred to the R.O.T.C. 
Program at the Cross and settled down to more serious work 
after a rather hectic two terms at Coh/ate . . . is a good mixer 
and likes a good time . . . frequently seen those first months 
at Holy Cross with some of the upper classmen al the Derby 
Grill . . . faithfulness and devotion to his fiancee, Mary, who 
lives in Ed's hometown of Dover, Ohio, restricted his activ-
ities then as it does even to a greater extent now . . . Continued 
weekend hibernations on the Hill this last term seem to sub-
stantiate rumors that, soon after being commissioned. he in-
tends to assume leadership in a new venture in which Mary 
will be the party of the second part. Ed has more than upheld 
his share in campus activities . . . Notable in his recent short 
story contribution to the Holy Cross Purple . . . Also, he 
writes regularly for the CROSS & ANCHOR . . . an indus-
trious although not overstudious student . . . frequently in-
clined to remark "I'll deck you, Jake"; his able First Platoon 
leader yet lives . . . claims he stays aboard Saturday nights for 
those Boston baked beans and frankfurt suppers . . . favorite 
hobby is good chow and plenty of beer . . . His present in-
tentions are to request Mine School . . . probably will make the 
Navy his career until civilian opportunities look brighter: 
but Ed is a go-getter and will succeed anywhere. 
Home Address: 314 E . 11th St. , Dove r , O . 
Activities: S od ah t y ; Associate Ed i t o r , Cross 
& Anchor: P/nple: I n t r a m u r a l Sports. 
B A C H K I . O R O F N A V A I . S C I E N C E 
Mr. News himself, he it fact or fancy Lyle has heard about 
it . . . admits readily to diligently passing the word but denies 
categorically that he is the source of any erroneous information 
passed along . . . has the desirable combination of being anxious 
to be heard and yet remaining an attentive listener . . . most 
understanding of others feelings . . . congenial, warm hearted, 
a great favor-doer . . . keenly interested in people . . . extremely 
interested in psychology, psychoanalysis, etc. . . . an accom-
plished hypnotist . . . musician of parts . . . member of the 
band and "D and B" . . . meets people easily . . . a wonderful 
mixer at a party . . . in V-12 at St. Lawrence gained the repu-
tation as "Mr. Fixit" for dates with the coeds . . . Many new 
addresses from Massachusetts now in the black book . . . women 
in Iceland were hardest to meet . . . remembered for his argu-
ments in favor of the Navy as a career when the last class had 
the option of Regular or discharge . . . speaks from experience 
being the man with the longest service record in the class, 
wearing six ribbons on his chest . . . had shore duty in East 
coast ports and was a tin can Storekeeper on the famed trips 
to Murmansk . . . also the first eligible for discharge but plans 
to go to sea as an officer, seeing how the other half lives . . . 
stemming from his naval background is a dislike for the 
"Limey Navy," one of his very few "hates" . . . after the 
Navy, expects to return to school, concentrating in psychology 
. . . the best wishes from the class for success are his. 
Home Address: 50 Crescent Ave., Babylon, N. Y . 
Activities: Intramural Sports; Band ; Cross & 
Anchor: S M C L ; Blakely Labor Academy; 
D r i l l Team. 
B A C H E L O R O F N A V A L S C I E N C E 
Balanced brilliance . . . Always well-read and a diligent stu-
dent in earlier days, amassing a treasure of facts and acquiring 
a unique command of the language. "Bluebeard", penner of 
the famous "Skeleton Key" — our own Peter Zenger, remem-
bered for his "Portsmouth is a pretty town, so they say," and 
his editorials for the TOM AH AfVK. His verbal and written 
humor, ironical, cynical, and sarcastic, hiding the heart of a 
pure sentimentalist . . . Mysteriously absent from Yale, haunt-
ing recruiting offices here and across the border—even tried 
the Foreign Legion—eventually relinquishing the search for 
glory and settling for boots at Sampson . . . Unofficial tutor at 
St. Ljawrence . . . Campus renegade; Potsdam seducer . . . 
"Dirty" John leading the cream of St. Lawrence to the home 
of the Crusaders . . . Shower-room basso becoming backbone 
of the bar-room quartet from 2nd Beaven . . . Messiah Club 
. . . Sunday morning revelry in Hotel Carlin . . . Famed for 
immaculately camouflaged rooms . . . Kept bank going in 
Club 211 . . . Making hible-like study of James Joyce . . . 
Reads the best of Aldous Huxley . . . Operator 4 at Ann Arbor 
. . . Character from the "Land of Oz" . . . Teamed with Sippel 
on endurance runs to Staten Island, having previously dis-
covered Philadelphia was a bit too far . . . Everyone reads 
"J.V."s magazines, "Nation", "New Yorker", "Post", etc. 
. . . Most restricted man on campus . . . Leaving his bachelor 
classmates for a fuller life after commissioning . . . Hoping on 
that basis for an early discharge and a return to school and the 
quest for knowledge (and degrees) . . . His eventual success, 
be it literary or otherwise is a certainty . . . "Good one". 
Home Address: " Land of Oz, " Norfolk, Conn. 
Activities: Editor-in-chief, C R E S T ; Assistant 
Editor, Cross & Anchor: Associate Ed-
itor, Toniahatvk: Associate Editor, Pur-
ple: Glee C lub ; Captain, Pistol Team; 
Dr i l l Team; Blakely Labor Academy; 
Ski Club. 

"Red" — the man who has conclusively proved that sleep 
during the day does not keep you awake at night . . . He even 
drops classes to he able to get in more sack time . . . Famous 
for his capacity for cokes — keeps his own nickel box . . . The 
Banker of Beaven—runs a gratuitous dry-goods store for his 
roommate . . . Wears out a pair of gym shoes a week on the 
basketball court, and the results really show in the games this 
lean, hard, red-head plays—good in touch football and soft-
ball too . . . Takes no interest in P.T. however—even had the 
"Doc" carve up his arm to get out of it for a few months . . . 
Spends his weekends at Colby Jr. College, or in one of the 
boats of the Yacht Club . . . just ask him about the time he 
raced against Annapolis—and we thought they were good! 
. . . the C.P.O. of Company 6—kibitzer but never participant 
at all "games" that last till the wee hours . . . says he does not 
believe in taking advantage of the innocent . . . A true Dart-
mouth boy at heart—of course the college is near Colby but 
that doesn't influence him—much! . . . So here's to Chief 
Freudenthal Jr. -— the boy that would literally rather play 
basketball than eat . . . Hope he gets a carrier so he can keep 
in practice. 
Home Address: 218 B r a n t w o o d R d . , Buf fa lo , N . Y . 
Activities: I n t r a m u r a l Spo r t s ; B a n d ; Y a c h t C l u b ; 
B l a k e l y Labor A c a d e m y ; S k i C l u b . 
» A l I I K I . O R 0\\. .SC I K N t F. 
He could always be spotted by his "Gestapo" topcoat and the 
swoop in his cap. Quiet and serious he takes his studies with 
an industrious bearerishness . . . Larry likes the Xavy and is 
seriously thinking of shipping over . . . priding himself on 
being a U.S.O. "Commando" he is quite a jitterbug in his own 
right . . . In the academic field his favorite course is German 
and he has shown himself a natural . . . reported to H. C. from 
Union College . . . hails from Scotia, X. Y. and still says that 
he is a small-time boy at heart . . . Athletically speaking he's 
a better-than-average track man and he's a hot gun on the 
horizontal bar . . . in fact he can be found in the gym in his 
spare time practicing . . . In the Ratt. he is the \IPO of the 
1st Platoon, 2nd Company and he manages to keep his musters 
straight . . . he carries his military duties over to the Drill 
Team where he has been a member since its inception . . . 
discovered one day that this guy Shakespeare had something, 
with the result that today he's one of Will's biggest boosters 
. . . Always conscientious, Larry is assured of luck from all his 
classmates. 
Home Address: 207 V l e y R d . , Scot ia, N . Y . 
Actiiities: Soda l i t y ; Va r s i t y T r a c k ; D r i l l T e a m . 
B A C I I K I . O R OK N A \ A I . S C I K N C E 
If there's a ]oh to he done—it's "Mar"—dependable to the 
nth—loyal—sincere—the man uithoiit enemies, one of the 
best-liked men in the class. Jf'ith his liappy-go-liicky person-
nlilx and his easy humor, whose is he hut only Erin's . . . a 
devoted Xew Yorker, he has established the record . . . ()C) and 
// WO percent of his weekends spent there . . . Goodness only 
knows the "why" of the other two or three . . . Wilhoul doubt 
the more solid domestic type—it's sure we'll see a flurry of 
white and hear a few bells, if we are down Mac and Rita's 
way towards the end of February . . . One of Fr. Foran's main 
supports — yiac keeps us supplied with (jood reading via the 
pamphlet rack . . . one of the few seven termers here, he is the 
staunch est of defenders of Alma Mater . . . A former Coast 
Guard man, Mac saw the "light" and shipped over . . . (lave 
up a Y I c. Coast Guard for an A.S.. Xavy . . . but it was worth 
it . . . being of a more settled nature, the adventure of a Xaval 
career takes second place to that of a civilian businessman . . . 
within a year or so Mac hopes to be firmly established in Xew 
York . . . Fhe same good nature and conscientiousness in duty 
that has assured his success in the Xavy guarantees him only 
the best in his future. 
Home Address: 9 5 9 E d i s o n Ave . , N e w Y o r k . N . Y . 
Actiiities: Soda l i t y ; I n t r a m u r a l Sports . 
B A t l l l - . I . O k O F N W A l . S C I K N C K 
speak to me, talk to me, tell me sea-stories . . . the aufiil con-
fusion when Mike became Bluey and Bluey became Mike— 
}ust from the rear, of course . . . Mike—of the thousand and 
one trips to Jersey City and to Ellie . . . former torpman 2 c 
and outlet for all of our yripes . . . had the neatest turns of 
phrase for the impasses we ran across in our twenty month 
sojourn . . . Mike—of the straight face and quiet ribbing (we 
never knew half the time) . . . cough, Mike, cough . . . then 
there was the fifty minute session of questions and answers he 
had with Lt. Barnes on torpedoes—we'll never know fully 
what you both were talking about . . . raconteur of many of 
our sea-stories . . . Junior Chamber of Commerce for New-
port, R. I. and for the Melville P. T. Base . . . "D'ja ever 
hear of Ghoul's Island?" . . . although never a beaver, it was 
always a toss-up between a novel and a text . , . pet dislike: 
Beavuhs . . . "PPhatcha doin', beaverin'?" . . . his shouting 
Polish conversations with Borowicz were the stock-in-trade 
of many a walk up from the P . O . . . . jokester of the class . . . 
wide grin and prankish personality . . . all added up to make 
you one of us, Mike . . . lots of luck—/// the present on your 
matrimonial expectations and in the future on your naval 
and civilian careers . . . you're steady-going and we know 
you'll not make many "cold runs." 
Ho/f/e Address: 375 Grove St., Jersey City, N . J . 
Actiiities: Sodality; Intramural Sports; 
D r i l l Team. 
B A C H E L O R O F N A V A L S C I E N C E 
Frank, Fran, Poncho, Mill, Fee . . . just a good-natured, like-
able person possessing a simplicity which characterizes true 
greatness . . . more often smiling unless in one of his contem-
plating moods . . . an artist in cranial massage, he missed his 
railing . . . booted from Sampson, Fran landed at Hobart for 
V-12, and then came to the Cross . . . keen of wit and intellect, 
he has soaked up a vast storehouse of knowledge and ranks 
high in the class . . . most distinguishing attribute is humble-
ness, and because of this trait has gained many friends . . . 
"Mill" is the "slow to anger" type, a characteristic which has 
been put to test several times while ^FP.O. of Company I . . . 
an appreciator of musical classics, Fran's presence at the USO 
was always announced by the strains of "Claire de hune". 
Some of his talents have been hidden by his meekness, such as 
his abilities in composition of prose and poetry . . . the beauti-
ful poem published in the church bulletin back home . . . the 
superb writings for Speech class . . . In doodling, he sketches 
some fine cartoons . . . whatever he attempts, he is patient and 
painstaking for exactness . . . extracurricularly, tennis is one 
of Fran's sports, but when it comes to knuckling down to 
studies, his major is math . . . expects to become a professor 
of mathematics . . . With his qualifications, there is good 
promise Fran will obtain all his hopes. 
Home Address: 8 Layton St., Lyons, N. Y . 
Activities: Committee Chairman, S M C L ; 
Cross & Anchor. 
MAt I I K I . O R OK N A V A L S C I E N C E 
Presenting that tall dark giant with the roses in his cheeks 
who gives you a warm and encouraging feeling that you are 
wittier or funnier than you'd previously suspected . . . "Big 
Jerry"—CPO of Company Five—Dean's I^ist man (and we 
mean the good list) . . . elected May "King" by the St. ljaw-
rence co-eds—wonder why? . . . The eager listener—one of the 
most courteous men we'll ever know . . . A real B.T.O.—com-
pletely at home in the most fashionable circles—or in saloons 
that have the simple merit of staying open all night . . . Well-
known in New York, Boston and all joints between—shadowed 
by Jjockwood all the way . . . Whenever he is aware of the 
feeling of insecurity or inadequacy in anyone, he is automat-
ically their ally against the world . . . St. Bernard of Mt. St. 
James (brandy cask and all) . . . Roomed with Lufkin for six-
teen months but survived . . . "Happy" Moran—genial, sensi-
tive; too mature and stalwart to care about his reputation 
which takes care of itself . . . in a phrase: the type of officer 
we'd all like to serve under. 
Home Address: Shore Rd. , Centerport, N . Y . 
Activities: C R E S T Contributor; Tomahawk; 
D r i l l T e a m ; Ski Club. 
B A C H E L O R O F N A V A L S C I E N C E 
The most rejormed man on the Uill . . . came to the Cross 
from Quartermaster school for f^/J and subsequent RO train-
ing the cussin'est and icildest of his lot . . . now a daily attend-
ant and staunch upholder of his Church . . . As Second Platoon 
leader of the Third Company, an exacting disciplinarian . . . 
a powerful personality, commanding order at a time when 
order is woefully lacking . . . when his orders are rebuked, 
is likely to burst out with an explosive "shut up" . . . respected 
and well-liked by all who understand him . . . sets a (jood 
example by maintaining an outstanding room . . . was once 
known to wake his room mate in the dead of night in order to 
prepare for a midnight inspection . . . impulsive, domineer-
ing and conscientious as a leader yet generous and very regu-
lar as an individual . . . adjusts himself for weekend liberty 
by singing under the shower his favorite, " T A I Marseillaise" 
. . . returns to his home in Xew Hampshire to see his fellow 
Canadians . . . likes hunting and fishing. Joe is as intelligeni 
as he is Canuck . . . makes the Dean's List without beavering 
. . . a history major, but easily grasps physics, mathematics and 
all naval sciences . . . is a strong proponent of labor . . . will 
probably make his life's work in the textile industry. An ex-
acting and responsible leader, Joe is an equally responsible 
and conscientious worker under the leadership of another . . . 
The world doesn't have to offer Joe a living, he'll make his 
own way. 
Howe Address: 28 Pleasant St. , F r a n k l i n , N . H . 
Actiiities: Soda l i t y ; Cross & Anchor. 
B A C H E L O R O F N A V A L S C I E N C E 
A man's man . . . an officer's officer . . . a horn yentleman . . . 
all of these and more . . . a superior athlete . . . a social lion 
. . . an earnest student . . . Sincere, honest and straightforuard 
. . . Pride and joy of the PA\ . . . set, then broke, his 
own physical fitness records with astounding ease . . . Definite-
ly "Smart Set" . . . never at loss for girls or weekend plans . . . 
Was surprised to learn he couldn't reach the overhead by 
bouncing on the bed springs . . . not surprised to learn that bed 
springs break . . . (lood naturedly submitted to Shaw's un-
merciful . . . "What DO you do when you get a cold in the 
nose?" Rang the bell with his Creative Writing . . . Started 
his R.O. career with a bang . . . earned(?) demerits as fast as 
Commander Knowles could rap his gavel . . . "Fate stabbed 
me in the back." . . . Member in good standing of the Holy 
Cross Automobile Club . . . Personification of the word poise 
. . . For unknown reasons, tagged "Shady " hy his Color Guard 
cohorts . . . Aiming high, and sure to get there. 
Home AJdiess: "ill Paden St. , End ico t t , N . Y . 
Actiiities: I n t r a m u r a l Spo r t s ; S M C L ; Cross 
& Anchor: Adve r t i s in t j Manager , 
C R E S T ; V i ce -Pres ident , S k i C l u b ; D r i l l 
T e a m ; B l a k e l y Labor Academy. 
B A C H E L O R O F N W A L S C I E N C E 
Eager . . . alert . . . interested . . . a true son of St. Pat—these 
mark Joe's character . . . a man of strong beliefs, he will defend 
them with a force and vigor that must be bowed to . . . e.g. 
Ireland: "the country of Divine Benediction" . . . Never with-
out an opinion on world affairs—yet with a curiosity about the 
"imponderables" of life—Joe has amassed a huge store of in-
teresting fact . . . A Math genius of the first order—Fr. Quig-
ley's never failing "Mr. McDonald" of Differential . . .In 
less complex activities, basketball holds a most tender spot in 
Joe's heart and he looks forward with fanatical desire to the 
opening of each season—nightly he manages to be in the gym 
either playing or refereeing . . . A Waltham "bonus Civis" 
Joe must be under contract, for if and when J F alt ham, Mass. 
ever becomes an international metropolis it will owe its success 
solely to this one man Chamber of Commerce, Civic League, 
and Promoter Spectacular . . . A U.S.N^. man in the making, 
Joe feels that his thirst for adventure can best be quenched by 
"staying in"—at least for a few years . . . A serious and con-
scientious worker in duty—a "bon vivant" in leisure—Joe has 
what it takes to make success his vassal and the world his 
friend. 
Home Address: 64 School St., Waltham, Mass. 
Acl'nities: Sodality; Intramural Sports; 
Blakely Labor Academy. 

Some call him "Uncle Timothy", some "J.P." hut despite the 
names he's as Irish as Parnell . . . The Batt. Bugler—Lord 
help us—once played Reveille on the fife just to show who 
was boss. He has a nodding acquaintance with the trombone 
much to the dismay of his room-mates . . . leaves behind a trail 
of rumors mostly false . . . for a nominal fee he'll refuse to 
speak to anyone . . . co-founder of Carl in 110 E.E. Labs— 
charged his roomies rent . . . Knows a girl in Scotland . . . 
claims to have a secret code of which "—and the horse you 
came in on" is the key. He's one half of the Delaney-O'Rourke-
Dartmouth-College-via-Lebanon Association . . . Never fails 
to see the humor in a situation even in Lieut. Barnes' Ordnance 
class . . . who will ever forget his speech on General Pershing? 
. . . once considered entering the University of Moscow, but 
lost the urge along the way . . . allergic to anything Spanish' 
particularly the rudiments of language. He loves to start 
books but he hates to finish, he wants to save the climax till his 
old age . . . concentrating in History he leans toward Eng. Lit. 
. . . Swings a mean bat in softball—has tried to give all the 
girls a break . . . an eternal practical joker . . . He still boasts 
of how he fooled a Chief JFarrant Boatswain into taking a cer-
tain English Midshipman across Narragansett Bay in a Cap-
tain's Gig . . . "but who was that with you John, Ernie King?" 
. . . His classwork is above par, and his factual fonts of knowl-
edge are astounding . . . knows all about the Irish invasion of 
Canada . . . aspires to the law profession—his office will be 
headed: Barrister, Barrister, and O'Rourke, Barristers. 
Home Address: 116-30 222nd St., St. Alban.s, N . Y . 
Activities: Sodality; Band. 
B A C H K L O R O F N A \L S C I E N C E 
The man unth a story, the man ivith a smile, and the man who 
enjoys wearing rose-colored glasses. Tony came to V-/2 as a 
Coast-(jitardsman—he's one of the few remaining original ar-
rivals of the Nov. v . ? class at H. C. . . . His favorite weekend 
spot: Worcester and the Arcadia . . . he knows more local girls 
than any other man aboard. Hails from Barnesboro, Pa. by 
way of Bingham ton, N. Y. . . . he comes from coal-mining 
country but claims there's more money in the meat-cutting 
business and you don't have to listen to John L . . . . almost the 
old man of the class and backed with this knowledge he's 
always willing to listen to anyone's troubles . . . a pillar of the 
Sodality, it would collapse without him. He's in constant 
demand as a typist, advertiser, or recording secretary because 
of his Yeoman background . . . can't say "no" to anyone . . . 
good natured, affable, and sincere he has no enemies and many 
friends . . . no one has yet to see him ffy off the handle. He 
spends his evenings either studying Eco or speaking Polish 
with "Mike" . . . was in the C. G. 22 months and has now passed 
the two year mark in the Navy . . . he's a USN striker with the 
Supply Corps his goal . . . Never hurried or ruffed he has an 
answer for everything even if it's wrong . . . his good cheer is 
infectious, but causes many surly glances at o6jO . . . scholasti-
cally he ranks high . . . one of the two Navy men to make 
Alpha Sigma Nu . . . A great one for signing up for house-
parties and dances at nearby colleges—/// that respect he could 
paper his "bulkhead" with the visual results. 
Home Address: 405 1st St., Barnesboro, Pa. 
Activities: Sodality; Co-Chairman, Sanc-
tuary Society; Cross & Anchor: Al-
pha Sigma N u ; C R H S T Contributor. 

A tall, erect felloic coming down the walk with a determined 
stride is probably Charlie Plank . . . known also as "Chuck," 
he has quartered in all the Xary dorms of the college, ending 
in Beaven as company commander of Company V . . . led his 
men to top honors in company competition during his first 
month of command . . . His posture and determined stride 
are a result of prep school at Jennessee Military Institute . . . 
bulldog tenacity . . . quiet and slightly retirinq disposition . . . 
a man of character, deep-rooted with firm convictions . . . Back 
in V-12 days at Middlebury, Charlie was a track man, and 
when transferred to the Cross, continued training under Bart 
Sullivan . . . home is at Oak Park. Illinois, but Xew England 
still holds a warm spot with Charlie, especially Medford, 
Mass.. the old home town, and Marblehead. where he spent 
his summers . . . Chose Marine V-12 when entering the pro-
gram, but the Marines weren't taking any more men in college 
in I\ov., 1Q43' Charlie went into V-12 . . . Ever since, he has 
been looking forward to the alternative of receiving his com-
mission in the Marine Corps . . . When the rest of the class was 
in a state of confusion attempting to arrive at a decision for 
type of duty, Charlie calmly sat back and chuckled . . . For 
his future in the Marines, we wish all the luck in the world to 
a man who has what it takes to make good. 
Home Address: 318 Forest Ave., Oak Park, III . 
Activities: Varsity Track; Intramural Sports; 
SMCL. 
BAC I I F . l . O R O F N A V A L S C I F . N C K 
"Lenny" to his friends—one of the few R. O.'s to enjoy his 
entire period of V-12 and R. O. training at "The Cross." Len 
came to us by way of V-^, Boot Camp, and Quartermaster 
School . . . quite a wealth of experience for anyone to have, 
although his unassuming manner does not boast of these assets 
to his naval training . . . one of the few men at Holy Cross who 
has learned to enjoy a "liberty" in Worcester—due no doubt 
to the lengthy list of numbers in his "little red book." The 
only man who at one time can keep more than two young 
ladies convinced that SHE is his "one and only" . . . the black 
sedan making repeated appearances on the campus of Mt. St. 
James . . . But Len's achievements are not restricted to his lib-
erty hours . . . sounds a mean bugle, shines in track and field 
events, and gives excellent vocational advice . . . ease with 
which he maintains his highly satisfactory scholastic standing 
gives a hint of his mental capacities . . . his military-minded-
ness popped out on the Drill 'Team despite his dislike of reqi-
mentation . . . always able to find pleasure in the most simple 
activities . . . Although Lenny will do honor to the Navy as a 
"deck-trodding gold braid," his heart is still in the air—too 
much "buzz-boy" training . . . Whatever your plans for the 
future, Len, we're confident of your success and we are hap-
pier for having known you. 
Home Address: 107-37 157th St., Jamaica, N . Y . 
Activities: Sodality'; Intramural Sports; 
Blakely Labor Academy; Drill Team. 

Billy and IVilly and Pf'ill . . . Fatty and Lardy . . . Measles 
. . . industrial dreamer of powerful foundries . . . "Our Bill" 
on the first sack for Coach Barry through the hot summer 
months . . . held conferences with opposing runners and was 
hit you-know-where more times than the hits could appear 
accidental . . . commander of men—the first platoon of Willie 
Stackhouse's Second Company . . . Deacon Pohlman—of the 
SMCL . . . commissary officer—of the Pohlman-Cregar-
Hohhs-Austin Gourmet Foundation . . . good-natured, smiling 
protagonist of many a cafeteria hull session—particularly if 
the broad subject of sports was under discussion . . . we remem-
ber the interesting and sparkling tete-a-tetes he had with 
"Blackie" Blackwood . . . "In the snaphox of the pendulam-
plidyne does the rigfox or the sprangball unlatch the cam?"' 
. . . I'he Pohlman pick-off technique on the basketball boards 
was famous in our day . . . and the food he could pack away 
. . . "This is nothing, you oughta see me at home—with Mom's 
pea soup—nothing like it this side of heaven—crunch, crunch 
—slup, slup" . . . for females "Our Bill" was never at a loss— 
but he could never decide which one was THE ONE . . . 
"Back home in Buffalo the drifts are twenty feet high by 
now!" . . . in the early days he made a substantial record of 
visits to Herbie's desk, but managed to return only rarely with 
the usual demerit award . . . could talk his way out of most 
anything (except a slow grounder in the infield) . . . almost 
as well as he won his way into our hearts . . . Good luck. Will, 
and wherever you are, we know from your hatting average 
with us, you'll make a place for yourself. 
Home Address: 96 Buffalo St., Hamburg, N . Y . 
Activities: Varsity Baseball; Intramural 
Sports; SMCL. 
Q/yJ 
B A C H K L O R O F N A V A L S C I E N C E 
"Rolo"—the soldier of fortune of the class . . . husky, blunt, 
and straiyhtforucard he is a man of violent dislikes and likes 
—hard to knoic, but as loyal to a friend as man can be . . . His 
talents and ambitions run from poetry to street brawls . . . His 
"Ode to Pat" ivas a romantic masterpiece that had his class-
mates weeping . . . his hobby is radio; this coupled with the 
work that he did in Heat-Power and E. E. assures us that there 
will be no mechanical worries at home . . . lives in Rochester, 
N. Y., and his V-12 school was Union where he proved him-
self a wrestler and a rough and tumble expert. He has led 
the class for 20 months as our most adventurous gallant— 
Hartford, Worcester and the Coronado have all felt his 
wrath. He left Pat for a home town girl, and if you listen 
closely you can hear him humming the Wedding yiarch . . . 
when Toby and Rolo were split up ^rd Wheeler returned to 
normal . . . Possessor of a physique par excellence he will 
never let you down in a P. T. class . . . always confident of suc-
cess he views life with a smile and a slightly roguish wink. 
Home Address: 54 Keswick St., Rochester, N . Y . 
Activities: Intramural Sports. 
B A C H E L O R O F N A V A L S C I E N C E 
"Scho"—his abandoned laughter punctuates every quip or 
witticism that Gey el in makes . . . Xew Bedford's whaler, but 
he harpooned his in Paradise Pond and now she has run to 
Mexico, but he's confident that he'll land her yet . . . Varsity 
baseball until the uniforms gave out . . . Sparked intramurat 
Softball, football and basketball to new heights of fiqht and 
sportsmanship. Still loyal to "Come fill your shaving mugs 
with Williams"—originator of "Good one! Good one!" Top 
man of "Famed Company () Quartet "; also member of Club 
^11 when the color guard ruled fifth Wheeler with a hand 
of steel . . . Spent one Xaval Law class studying the plaster in 
a corner of room 62. (Commander Paul doesn't like to have 
his proteges fall asleep does he Scho?) Lieut, (jg) of Com-
pany b, and we can see U. S. X.—for better or for worse— 
standing out all over him—and understandingly too. for the 
Navy's gain will be New Bedford's loss. They don't come 
any straighter . . . One of the "boys" who dash to the Caf each 
morning "bright and early" to learn yesterday's baseball 
scores from the all-important sports section—counters this 
with occasional Sunday night Messiah Club meetings.— 
Swears on the Bible that he never has won at poker, but for 
some unknown reason he keeps on playing much to the dis-
comfort of his opponents.—Can be found almost anytime any-
where dreaming about one of two things—Polly Anne or the 
future Admiral Schofield—and we're all betting that his 
dreams come true. 
Home Address: 165 Sycamore St., New Bedford, Mass. 
Activities: Intramural Sports; S M C L ; Ski Club. 
B A C I I F . I . O k OK N A V A L S C I K \
A. E. . . . the man with more facets than a Keepsake diamond 
. . . A^o beaver, but grades were a/ways high . . . Xaval Science 
genius . . . P. T. enthusiast . . . finally tied Xeiley in a P. F. 
test . . . lotsa muscles, lotsa brains . . . Avowed misogamist . . . 
hut we wonder . . . Favorite pastime: baiting U. S. O. host-
esses. Could speak for hours on the foolishness of dancing 
. . . No love for musicians, especially buqlers . . . Tactful, de-
termined and shrewd leader . . . as BatCom, did a great job 
with little fuss . . . Honors man of the Parish Political School 
. . . Had a perpetual lease on Wheeler suites . . . Man about 
town . . . never spent two weekends the same way . . . Superb 
raconteur . . . his sea duty, his liberties, his leaves are exciting 
stories. Reaching for his gold star and garter through the 
hawsepipe . . . Flashy shortstop and power hitter in intra-
murals . . . And no slouch in the tea and crumpet league . . . 
Father Dowling dubbed him: "The man who carries the 
world on his shoulders" . . . Limited his Spanish vocabulary 
to "Me cansa—me cansa mucho" . . . Yearns for a life a la 
Halliburton . . . A true friend, his loyalty is exceeded only by 
his perspicacity . . . "Hi" or "Out," Art's niche at the top is 
assured. 
Home Address: 3809 Forrester Ave., Baltimore Md. 
Activities: Intramural Sports; S M C L ; Drill Team; 
Ski Club. 
M M I I . I • 
iiJillllllP 
"Ronchy" E. G., our Suh. Com., is another of the New York 
boys: born, bred, and a regular weekend visitor . . . attended 
New York University before entering U-IZ at St. Lawrence 
. . . now one of the most ardent Holy Cross fans in our class 
. . . got tickets for the Cross-C. C. N. Y. game when it looked 
impossible . . . many of the New York weekend commuters 
will not forget the Sippel Hospitality, including Saturday 
night steak . . . famed for the weekly Lufkin and Sippel en-
durance runs to Staten Island . . . when a member of the "club 
5// ' he shocked Lieutenant Commander Swan with his un-
orthodox Softball uniform . . . also amazed Commander 
Knowles with his ability on the buzzer . . . never lost for 
words, he will be remembered for his comebacks in gunnery 
class . . . keenly interested in sports, he has a background of 
high school and amateur play . . . a co-member of the famed 
Sippel-Bluestone "see the Dean" committee . . . self-confident 
and strong in his own opinions, he is yet tolerant and under-
standing of others' feelings . . . reserved but not a long hair 
. . . friendly, but hard to know well . . . has balanced character 
and a strong moral sense . . . at one time considered V-5 but, 
remaining in the R. O., he became military and academic aide 
to the Gunner . . . an excellent student especially interested in 
math, he expects to enroll after discharge from the Navy at 
Fordham, working toward a math degree . . . the best wishes 
of all the class for the success will inevitably go along with 
him. 
Home Address: 1242 Taylor Ave., New York, N . Y . 
Activities: Sodality; Tomahawk; Intramural Sports. 
> 
B A C H E L O R OK N W A L S C I E N C E 
Bill, fVillhouse . . . tow-heaJed and uarni-lwarted rontpany 
commander of Company I I . Coming from a family of thir-
teen children. Bill appreciates home; consequently, he hitched 
a total of ^4,J20 miles on weekends while at the Cross to see 
the folks . . . sells or trades German cameras and lenses. When-
ever an officer needed a signalman in class. Bill was always 
the man for the job with his experience from Quartermaster 
School . . . one of the founders, past president and whole-
hearted promoter of the Service Men's Christian Leaque . . . 
valued because of his happy and welcome disposition, and 
admired for his pluck and spunk . . . always willing to turn a 
helping hand . . . bull-session on religion is Bill's delight, but 
when approached on the subject of the fairer sex. Bachelor 
Bill withdraws from the discussion. He's waiting to fall hard 
when the right one comes along . . . A solid impression left by 
three terms in Dr. lanucci's German class is Bill's heartv 
"Wie geht's" . . . Bill will never want for something to do; if 
an opportunity doesn't present itself, you can be sure Bill will 
create one . . . constantly on the go . . . all the qualities of 
character that enable one to deal with people. Bill possesses 
. . . whatever course he pursues, we feel confident that printed 
with these qualities and fired by his ambition. Bill is sure to 
reach the maximum ordinate. 
Home Address: 3403 Gray's Ferry Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Actitilies: President, SMCL. 
HAC I I K l . O R or N W A L S C I I . N C K 
riie (jentleman sportsman—President of the Holy Cross Ski 
Club . . . S-wam for Rochester, skated for St. Paul's . . . Master 
of many foreign languages . . . But where did he learn to he 
such a "sack-hound"? . . . "Shaggy Art"—he is the tweedy 
type—easy-going product of Europe and the Xew Canaan 
hinterlands . . . Player of the stock market—gold-mine specu-
lator . . . friendly to the "Prince"—and all Europeans . . . 
Feels that what the Xavy needs is a good liaison man named 
Arthur Terry I I I to wander through Europe for it—doesn't 
have to he near water either— // there is snow instead . . . 
He'd he a good man for it too, for he can talk his way in or 
out of anything . . . Ever hear of the Terry Bus Line?—Grey-
hound's biggest Xew England competitor—and no furlough 
rates either . . . Screech of brakes, tinkle of glass—that's Art 
Terry flying past—but you always get there, and on time too! 
Next time you see a coat with a pulled-down watch-cap on top 
of it, look again and you'll see Diplomat Art on his way to talk 
the Captain into commissioning him a "j. g."—and why not? 
he could handle it. A long "hoya" for the abstaining agnostic 
"Hoya" Terry! 
Howe Address: Woodbine Rd., Stamford, Conn. 
Activities: Varsity Hockey; President, Ski 
Club; S M C L ; Yacht Club. 
B A C H E L O R O F N A V A L S C I E N C E 
Handsonie. friendly Boh from Endicott . . . ahvays "hi-ynh" 
and a smile . . . rare combination of a flaming redhead without 
a red-hot temper . . . the best in more ways than one . . . effi-
cient Bat Louie, always taking inventories, or slaving at some 
other work . . . "Don't forget your chow counts" . . . Burned 
candle into wee hours piloting the CROSS Gf ANCHOR in 
his last semester . . . staff member since coming to Mt. St. 
James . . . strong proponent of Navy balls, and excellent in the 
role of chairman of decorations for same . . . honorary mem-
ber of the IV. C. T. U. . . . Has definite convictions, and stands 
up for them . . . pro-British arguer, but hates tea . . . His phi-
losophy: "Do a little more than you have to" . . . Made weekly 
journeys downtown on Sundays about 1000 in order to get the 
#2 order at the Maxwell House before dashing to church . . . 
Likes good music . . . rabid fan of Frankie Carle . . . Tickles 
the keys himself more than he'll admit . . . Has fine bass voice 
and enjoys glee club work . . . Blushes beet red at the mention 
of Ijyda . . . good man at a party because of his wit and subtle 
humor . . . definitely not a movie on Sunday—don't know; 
I was brought up that way" . . . One of the very few who keep 
New Year's resolutions (well, at least most of them for quite 
a while) . . . Never could remember or keep his schedule 
straight . . . He is one of those math majors who wishes he had 
minored in higher arithmetic . . . Always a willing worker 
and leader, he hopes some day to do social work . . . perfectly 
fitted for such a job, and is definitely slated for success. 
Home AUdiess: 308 Roosevelt Ave., Endicott, N . Y . 
Activities: Editor-in-chief, Cross & Anchor: Glee 
Club; Committee Chairman, S M C L ; Naval 
Ball Committee; Drill Team; C R I - S T Con-
tributor. 

r i i s t o r y 
A small but heterogeneous lot, we came on one of New 
I-ngland's warmest days to "The Hil l ." RO's then seemed 
to us a select lot, chosen as we were, a few each, from nine 
different V-12 units: Williams, Dartmouth, St. Lawrence, 
Rochester, Cornell, Colgate, Middlebury, Union and Holy 
Cross. For some it was not our first choice but for all our 
transfer into the Holy Cross R O T C Unit was an introduc-
tion to a new form of Navy life. 
As the day for closing final accounts as enlisted men 
approaches, it is a time for taking stock, an inventory, of 
our accumulated store of knowledge in an endeavor to 
match it against the duties and responsibilities which we 
are about to assume as naval officers. In evaluating what 
we have learned we must reconstruct not just our training 
in the Naval Sciences and other studies, in physical train-
ing and in discipline and leadership, but also in our gains 
in sports, college activities, and in the purely social field. 
Those first few months were full of adjustment. Al-
ways, we had to run: to morning exercises, to formations, 
to classes, to P.T. And the eagerest among us were 
subjected to "Benny's" whip and later appeared before 
'Herbie" resigned to our fate. Ah! reminiscing of those 
days of yore: of falling out at 0550, dressed, everyone 
identically, and on Carlin quadrangle at O6OO, ready (well, 
almost) for Benny's worst; of formations where turning 
your head at parade rest meant "yo chit"; of being caught 
with two bottles of milk, a criminal offense. 
Although our most difficult hurdle was the adjustment 
to R O discipline, the chief concern of every one of us was 
yet academic, to get by, in all subjects, of course, but mostly 
so in the naval sciences. The Navy tree produced far more 
abundantly than did the college tree. Throughout that 
first summer term the one-striper caused us the most con-
cern. Lt. Bland sorted out the chaff and gave us the meat 
of seamanship. In the college subjects Fr. Quigley often 
kept us amused and bewildered and infrequently enlight-
ened about the differential calculus as he screeched, "Do 
you .see.''" Mr. Tansey the very first class informed us that 
the matter under consideration had to do with inorganic 
chemistry and being modern, to a man, we fell asleep be-
cause the latest theor)' hadn't come out yet. Fr. Maher 
sympathetically considered fifth periods far more condu-
cive to sleep than to naval history. We alternately sweated 
out and slept through that first term. 
Our .second term, it is generally agreed, was the most 
difficult. During the winter months we were subjected to 
all the tests of battle that "Okie," "Herbie " and "Zillie " 
could muster. One need only to mention the names, but 
while the mention of each draws numerous comments we 
all admit the good points of at least two of them. One 
more personality need be mentioned. "}oe, are you with 
me.̂ ", resounded throughout Alumni as "Doc" McBrien 
caught that individuals eyelids drooping. L . G . gave him 
no end of trouble but "Doc, " with his blessings, passed us 
all and we graduated to Juniors. 
While our third term could have been as devastating as 
the .second, matters took a turn for the better when early 
in the term our "Blackie" relieved Lt. Everett as ordnance 
instructor and greatly relieved us too. Prof. Goodstead 
insisted upon our being gentlemen and that included no 
yawning, but pre.s.sed us only slightly for the particulars of 
naval law. Another turn for the better was "Doc" Radle's 
vacation from heat power. For most of us this was our 
first term of clectives and the novelty of it provided the 
spark that got us by. 
The fourth term provided even more relaxation and no 
little amusement. "Blackie's" .second period gunnery class 
was usually the first period anyone was aware of and he 
woke us gently. The Great Dowling pointed his jaw at 
Art Terry, Max Bluestone, and Pete Geyelin and defied a 
logical explanation. 
Along the way for academic or disciplinary reasons we 
suffered the loss of ten men: seven at the end of the first 
term; Hill , Sacco, Donnelly, Bartels, Parker and Ozab 
staying on in the V-12 Unit and flabby Taber Collins going 
to Great Lakes; three at the close of the second four 
months; Tobin and Nicoll going to pre-flight and L. G. 
Shaw to Fargo. 
Not alone in discipline and in studies were we making 
adjustments during those first few months. Representing 
nine V-12 units we were naturally inclined to stick to our 
own small groups. This clannishness soon broke down. 
Three influences brought about a more homogeneous group: 
liberties, school activities and sports. Probably the most 
influential of these was sports. In varsity sports we .soon 
recognized the ba.scball abilities of Ray Borowicz and Bill 
Pohlman, the former being closely scouted by the Red Sox 
and the Yankees. Joe Dacey played dependable basketball 
for "Hop," and is now fighting hard for a regular berth 
on the first five of an undefeated Holy Cross quintet. 
Ralph "Charlie Horse" Austin, Larry Malloy and Charlie 
"Joe shoulders" Plank exhibited their respective talents in 
track. The managerial competence of Max Bluestone in 
baseball and Bob Delaney in football left little to be de-
sired. "Chuck" Chwalek was our only noteworthy boxer. 
As our class was better represented in intramural sports 
so also were intramural sports a greater influence toward 
getting us acquainted about the campus. Led by Art Bev-
erly, our most dynamic sports manager and player, such 
talent as "Hank" Berry, Joe Dacey, Ed Frank, Pete Geye-
lin, Bill Jacobs, Ed Kreb.s, "Red" Madison, Dick Neiley, 
Joe O'Loughlin, "Scho" Schofield, Art Shaw and Ed Sippel 
earned recognition in softball. Berry, Beverly, Borowicz, 
Frank, Madison, O'Loughlin, Pohlman and Schofield were 
supporting pillars on the basketball teams. 
Engaging in competitive sports was not limited to those 
with special skills. P.T. exposed everyone to the same 
workouts, exercises, tumbling, high bar, wrestling, boxing, 
endurance running, softball, flashball and ba.sketball. Every-
one gained a certain inward confidence that will be realized 
in the tests of time. "Will " Clark, who left for Annapolis 
in July, brought even his unmanageable landing gear some-
what under control. Streamlined Dick Neiley exerted a 
few muscles when he established a new high in P.T. test 
marks with a ninety-one. Art Shaw, muscle-bound as he 
is, netted an eighty-six. "Mike"" Michalowski attained his 
fame with P.T. instructors by privileging himself to six-
months' immunity following a hernia operation. 
Varsity and intramural sports and P.T. were influences 
which established and strengthened friendships. Another 
was school activities. Probably is no other line did we 
participate so fully. "Bev " was made our first Key repre-
sentative followed by Joe Dacey and Ed Frank. Most 
talented of all our writers is John Lufkin. J . V. now 
pilots our C R I S T ; is associate editor of the Toniahauk. 
assistant editor of the Cross & Anchor and a regular con-
tributor to the Purple. Two others, Ed Krebs and .Max 
Bluestone are the only other aides to the Purple. Ed 
turned in a master story to the Purple and everyone reads 
his frecjuent writings in the C & A. Max has been a tire-
less worker, proofreading and editing for the C & A. Sec-
ond only to J . V. in administrative work on publications 
has been Bob Thomas who in addition to his regular full-
time efforts 2iS C & A editor, is in full command of the 
activities section of our C R E S T . Merlin Herman well de-
serves the title of business manager for he has faithfully 
carried out the duties of that office for both the C & A and 
the C R E S T . In Dick Jones we have a methodical business-
man, church organizer, and photographer. R. V. has per-
sistently upset lieutenants and commanders alike with his 
"shots" for our C R E S T and the C & A. Dick Neiley and 
Ed Frank contacted our C R I : S T advertisers; Joe Dacey and 
Ed Sippel took care of sports; Bob Delaney handled the 
writeups and Ed Hynard helped on writeups. On the 
C & A Staff, Ray Borowicz edited sports. Chuck Chwalek 
sold and distributed them, Joe Morrissette was a member 
of the business staff and Beverly, Berry, Reinisch, Pavelko, 
Neiley, Frank and Milliman contributed Dogtags and 
writeups. The Toniahauk had Beverly as its Intra-mural-
ites editor and Delaney and Sippel as contributors. Al-
though activities do not end with the publications of the 
College and the Unit, it was in the work associated with 
them that we took a most active part. 
Having surveyed the more serious aspects of our R O 
life, it now remains for us to uncover some of the back-
stage details, recorded or witnessed, which have been our 
social life while at the Cross. Where to begin is the ques-
tion, but since everyone sooner or later pokes fun at our 
own Major Hoople we will dub Ed Hynard our leading 
socialite and proceed from there. Ed highlights a .select 
group of tea sippers, crumpet crunchers and gossip gab-
bers. The topers, a.s.sembled after taps in the u.sual brew 
room one cold winter night, were rudely upset for a mo-
ment by the unexpected arrival of the O D , name of 
Rudolph. Rudolph, delighting in the sensation created by 
his presence, ordered a toasted cheese sandwich, whereupon 
the Major performed this chore to perfection all of which 
led the way to an endless string of "Herbie" stories. J . V. 
could doubtless enlighten us as to the Beaven brew parties, 
having faithfully stuck to his self-sentenced weekends at 
the Cro.ss. His coming marriage to Betty Anne in Detroit 
brings to mind our two most faithful men, "Mac" Mc-
Grath and "Chuck" Chwalek. "Mac" will be married 
upon being commi.ssioned as will our torpedo authority, 
"Mike" Michalow.ski. We could continue on in this vein 
further, reminiscing of days gone by, of pleasant liberties 
in New York, in Boston, even in Worcester, but like a car 
we must stop .someplace—when the gas runs out. 
Last fall as the leaves began to turn yellow, the nearness 
of the October senior graduation and commissioning marked 
the commencement of a general awakening. We .scarcely 
had time to feel our way along before we took over our new 
posts at the head of the RO Unit. The seniors moved on 
and we stood alone at the helm. Art Shaw, man of long 
Navy experience and wise to the ways of the seven seas, 
became our BatCom, and was ably backed by Ed Sippel, 
SubBatCom. Disciplinarian "Hank" Berry barked out the 
orders of the day; Bob Thomas as.sumed the title of First 
Lieutenant, which position he very capably managed, while 
R. V. industriously handled Bat. C.P.O. duties. John 
O'Rourke found his position as bugler an ideal place to 
hide his brogue. Company commanders discovered that 
their positions required a lot of adaptability to the change 
in times. Joe Dacey headed the First Company; Bill 
Stackhou.se, the Second; Ed I-rank, the Third; Ed Krebs, 
the Fourth; Charlie Plank, the Fifth; and Dick Neiley, the 
Sixth. Platoon leaders were Art Friedgen, Ray Borowicz, 
Bill Pohlman, Max Bluestone, C~huck (Jiwaiek, Joe Morris-
sette, Bill Jacob,s, Joe O'Loughlin, Bob Delaney, "Mac" 
McGrath, "Scho" Schofield and Pete Geyelin. These posi-
tions of leadership have been a great and revealing experi-
ence to most of us. Revealing, in that it has awakened us 
to weighing our ability as ensigns against the long V-12 
and R O training which of a .sudden .seems sorrowfully in-
adequate. Great, in that the goal, always at the distant 
mouth of a long, dark and dangerous underground pas,sage, 
now appears dead ahead, a light to us who have been so 
long in the dark. And now, as we plan our senior dance 
and contemplate graduation and commissioning our regrets 
over the parting of the ways is only exceeded by our eager-
ness to explore the future. Anchors aweighl 
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